
M
any borrowers feel out-of-the-loop when it comes to how exactly their loans

are priced. But new platforms, including one just released by multifamily

lender Greystone, are using predictive credit models and machine learning to

analyze property data and deliver real-time quotes through their websites.

“What we’ve built is similar to Rocket Mortgage, but for the multifamily space,” said Robert

Grzesik, v.p., fintech at Greystone.

The whole process gives borrowers insight into a murky world, which until now was

controlled by lenders and mortgage brokers. “[Traditionally], you have to go talk to

someone over the phone and tell them the details of your properties, then have an analyst

go off and do the calculations. And one or two days later, you’ll have your response,”

Grzesik said. “But here we can say yes or no immediately with the same level of

underwriting scrutiny.”

After the numbers are crunched, borrowers can go into the system and play around with

key loan metrics, like debt service and loan-to-value ratios, to see how those numbers

affect the quote. “What we’re really doing is taking the whole lending process online and
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making it accessible,” said Grzesik, who leads the team that built the tool.

The predictive credit models behind the tool are even incorporating data from newer tech

companies to double-check borrowers’ claims. “If we want to, we can get the Yelp

information from a neighborhood,” said Grzesik. “If the restaurant down the street is

charging $30 for an entrée, we can predict that the [rental] income will be in a certain

range.”

Recently in a report unrelated to Greystone’s platform, Hodges Ward Elliott crunched data

from late-night taxi drop-offs and pick-ups, concluding that Ocean Hill was the next hot

neighborhood in Brooklyn. According to the data, the number of passengers heading to the

Lower East Side, Williamsburg, Park Slope, and the East Village forecast a demographic

change.

So far, the Greystone platform has about $60m to $70m in the pipe and has closed close to

$30m in loans since its soft launch In May.

The idea of online lending platforms is not a new one, though market players who spoke to

REFI noted that it was the first time they heard of a platform that funneled loans directly to

one lender. Almost 20 years ago, a Standard & Poor’s-backed commercial mortgage

exchange called Precept pioneered an online lending platform where multiple lenders and

two market makers bid binding commitments on prequalified credit information. Total

bidding activity was in excess of $4bn and approximately $500m of transactions were

completed before the firm was ultimately merged with Cohen Financial in 2013.

Though Precept is no longer active, its co-founder Frank Scavone, who now heads up

Trawler Capital Management, told REFI there’s “no doubt” in his mind that predictive credit

modeling is the way forward for CRE debt origination. “Success is, of course, predicated on

accepted credit methodologies that can be employed for both primary and secondary

trading processes, and ultimately the establishment of a performance-based trading index,”

he added.

However, new technological advancements always create winners and losers. Mortgage

brokers, who have built their careers on their relationships with clients and capital sources,

stand to lose the most from online lending platforms that take all the guesswork out of

loan quotes. Many are skeptical of how effectively new technology can replicate their deep

relationships in the industry and knowledge of different segments of the market. “In real

estate, you make money only on knowing something that someone else doesn’t know,” one

market player said. “But as technology comes in, those opportunities are going to shrink.”



Scavone noted that, while market players fear disintermediation, the borrower still needs a

professional advocate. “Fear of disintermediation is a legitimate concern for loan

manufacturing infrastructure, specifically credit officers, to the extent a predictive credit

model can make as good a credit judgement as a person. For the mortgage banking

community however, PCMs have become a powerful tool to clear the market.”

Officials at Greystone told REFI that brokers actually make up a large proportion of their

users. “In our view, there are two types of brokers: the brokers who feel that their sole job is

to cold call and be the first to quote and the brokers who offer a concierge service,” Grzesik

said. “While the former may feel threatened by this, the later would feel empowered by this

type of tool (and these are the types of people who are really providing value to clients).”

One broker who spoke to REFI initially expressed skepticism when discussing how these

types of products could work, but then conceded that out of all the property types,

multifamily is the most straight-forward for this type of product. “It’s one-year leases, a

competitive market, and the [renters] are likely reentering the market frequently,” he said.

There’s also more data available on multifamily properties, lenders can assume that the

credit quality of most tenants is okay, and properties are more uniform than office or

industrial, he added.

But even multifamily properties still have aspects that differentiate them from other similar

properties. “Does the property have a gym, or is it close to a bus stop or train station?” he

asked. “There are a lot of other things that go into valuing a piece of commercial (or

residential) real estate.”

Future advances for lending technology could include more lender document verification

being handled online, or even voice recognition being incorporated into the lending

process. “We’re exploring different ways to connect with the borrower, like through voice

recognition technologies,” said Grzesik. “Right now, you’re typing things in online, but we

want you to communicate with this [tool] any way you wish.”
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